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Consider the Bee

‘You all right down there?’

Wolf, fishing tackle over his arm. I tip my head back so the water fills my ears and 

pretend not to hear.

Wolf is my friend. People think it’s weird that he’s my friend, because he’s got a grey 

ponytail and he’s about a hundred years old, I don’t know how he’s still walking 

about, let alone fishing. But I like him.

‘Oy. Crone.’ He calls me Crone because my hair is bleached so blonde it’s white. I 

like it. Better than Suki, anyway. ‘You shouldn’t be swimming.’

‘Neither should you be fishing,’ I call. ‘’Tisn’t the season.’

‘Fa la la la la,’ he replies. Like most things Wolf says, it doesn’t make any sense.

The chalk pits are deep. So deep you can’t see the bottom, or feel it. I kick my legs 

and think of the water going all the way down to Japan.

‘Pike’ll eat you.’

‘Thought you’d caught ’em all.’ He laughs. ‘Was going to get out in a minute, 

anyway.’

‘Come on then.’

He sounds amused. I tilt, treading water, and look. The bank is steep, and the 

handholds are way too high for me to pull myself out. I jumped in without thinking 

about it.

‘Tell you what. Do you a deal. I help you out, and you help me out.’
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‘Help you out of what?’

‘A situation.’ He scratches his nose. ‘Need someone with small hands.’

Wolf is dodgy. He was mixed up in the riots of the 20s, at least that’s what Mum says 

– a marcher for mobility, a Marmo – but I enjoy it. I tip my head like I’m considering 

and then nod. It makes a wave.

Wolf scrambles down, I can hear his joints creaking, and holds out his fishing rod butt 

end first. I grab it and he hauls me up until my feet touch the slope. 

‘Look what I caught,’ he says.

‘Har de har.’ I wring out my t-shirt, which is old and black and says, inexplicably, 

Michael Jackson: Post Mortem Tour 2020. I ruffle my hair so it sticks up like it’s 

supposed to.

‘What were you planning to do if I didn’t show up? Wait for it to rain?’

‘I could have swum to the other side.’

‘If you hadn’t tired yourself out first.’ Wolf frowns. ‘What you doing, trying to go 

your dad’s way?’

This is why I like Wolf. Other people tut and frown and ask me how I’m feeling. Wolf 

says out loud I’m trying to drown myself to follow my drowned father, and I can 

laugh and kick him in the shin.

‘Ow,’ he says.

There’s a tap like the echo of my kick, then another, then loads of them, drumming 

down on the leaves and then plunk on our heads: rain.

‘See,’ I say, shivering as the drops hit. ‘Would have been fine.’
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*

I get on Maximilian and pedal to match Wolf’s heavy stride. Maximilian is festooned 

with ribbons and has mighty horns like a bull. It’s difficult to balance him going slow, 

but I manage it.

My nettle stings hurt, so I stop to pick a dock leaf and rub it on the skin. Mum says if 

you believe it’ll make you feel better, so I rub it fiercely and believe hard. It sort of 

works.

‘What do you need me to do, then?’

‘Tell you when we get to the house.’

I laugh. ‘Who do you think’s listening?’

We go past the allotments, full of plumed carrots and potatoes. The rain hits Wolf’s 

waxed jacket and beats out a smell of damp and hanging too long in cold hallways.

The rain stops but there is a rumble in the distance, as if it has more to say.

Wolf’s house is a bit like him: when you first see it you think it’s falling apart, then 

you realise it’s sturdier than you are. He yanks the padlock and I flump onto the 

canvas beanbag in the corner.

‘Apple juice for the lady?’

‘Only if it’s Chivers Delight.’

‘Fussy, are we.’ Wolf sits down. ‘Right.’

Like everyone his age, Wolf spends all his extra credits on tea. It’s mad. Brown murky 

liquid that smells like leaves. I wrinkle my nose and drink the tart apple juice.
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‘So? Small hands?’ I wriggle them.

‘Need some information.’

‘From who?’

‘Whom.’

I make a face. ‘If thou insists.’

‘Insisteth.’ He sips his tea. ‘Academic. English professor. Sensitive type. Not likely to 

want to be seen talking to me.’

‘Another Marmo?’

He scoffs, with a sort of smile.

‘What do you know about that.’ He tugs his beard. ‘Ex-Marmo. Like most of us these 

days.’

‘Don’t know what you were so fussed about. If you can’t travel, you can’t travel.’

‘Oh, I see, Missy. What do you need to see other countries for. You already know it 

all, of course.’ I stick out my tongue. ‘Was a losing battle, anyway. Most people only 

cared about the little things. Contact lenses and Tupperware and cheap coffee.’

Wolf was born in 1985, which means I was exaggerating – he’s only sixty-five. Haha. 

Only. When he was my age it was the turn of the millennium, and you could fly 

anywhere you liked. Back then he was German, so he’s really Volf, not that anyone 

calls him that. Wolf is cooler anyway. Like me, he’s English by accident.
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I’m English because my mother was pregnant with me when they declared the state of 

emergency, and then, like she says, I emerged. No more flights; no way back except to 

go on the waiting list for an Exchange. She’s still waiting.

*

When Wolf’s finished his tea we go into town, down Trumpington Street past the 

hospital. Past the Flood Museum, full of all the stuff that got ruined in the spring of 

’37, when the water came.

That’s how my dad died: the waters came and he tried to help. Just shows that you 

shouldn’t try to help, I say. Mum doesn’t like that.

We turn up Little St Mary’s Lane, which Wolf is saying isn’t so little since they pulled 

down the church so the sun could get through to the houses. The one we want is fifth 

on the left.

‘Cheapskate. See those shoddy 20s panels he’s got?’

‘But everyone was supposed to upgrade those.’

‘Yep. And just as well he’s broken the law. See, they’ve got a weakness. That one on 

the first floor, bottom right corner, it’ll lift easily.’

‘Right. What am I looking for?’

‘Envelope. It’ll be in the letter stand, likely, on a desk by the window.’

I clap my hands and start climbing the drainpipe. It’s old like the panels, so old it’s 

plastic, and full of holes, which can’t be much fun when it rains but now suits me fine.

I’m halfway up when I hear shoes on the cobbles.

‘Someone’s coming!’
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Wolf springs into action. He falls on the stranger’s shoulders, rotates him so that Wolf 

is facing me, the man trapped looking away as I shin up the drainpipe like a mad 

ferret in a funfair.

‘When I was a lad,’ says Wolf, ‘all this was a narrow cobbled street, a mews – now, a 

mews is where they used to keep hunting birds in the really old days –’

Rambling off into nonsense to distract people: it’s like a superpower. I can’t wait to be 

old. While Wolf is mumbling, I am prying back the panel. He times it perfectly: a 

huge hacking cough as it snaps, exposing a hole. I duck through. 

I’m in a broad sunlit room. By the window is a desk. I hear a voice through the wall.

That’s where the professor is. And there’s a student in there. My ear to the wall I hear 

a long silence: the sort of silence in class that’s usually accompanied by everyone 

staring at their desks as if they could burn their initials into them with their eyes.

‘We are talking,’ says the droning professor’s voice, ‘about an age much like our own, 

in which travel is limited. When Tristram gets in his carriage and rattles across 

Europe, he is confusing space and time; he is trying to outrun Death.’

Who’s Tristram, I think. Sounds like an idiot. Then the student speaks, hesitant.

‘Sir, do you think travel should be limited?’

My hand stretches towards the letter-rack.

‘Of course. I, the, the costs were unsustainable, to us and to the world. And with 

today’s, ah, advanced communication –’ The professor stops talking. ‘Excuse me.’

A creak. Oh no. The professor is standing. Another creak. He is walking. Which 

letter? I grab them all. I’m through the panel and out and catching my shoulder and 

ripping free, and slipping down the pipe with my hands burning and then Wolf picks 
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me up and he runs, and looking back I see the professor’s face at the hole, and he 

doesn’t look angry, just sort of sad.

*

‘So what now?’ Wolf is examining the envelopes. One is the professor’s lec bill, 

which while illuminating isn’t exactly what he was looking for. One is a postcard 

from a lady called Sheila in Patagonia – how does the professor know anyone in 

Patagonia? The last, folded paper containing a slim computer doodad with a blinky 

light. ‘What’s that?’

‘Scrambler.’

‘Scrambler for what?’

‘Museum databank.’

‘Well how we going to get to that? The door alarms stay on all night. What am I going 

to do, go in before closing and then stand very still and pretend to be a mummy?’

‘There’s a moment,’ Wolf says. ‘Between the curfew hitting and the night generators 

coming on. It’s short, but it’s enough, if you’re quick. And have small hands.’ He hits 

my shoulder. ‘By the Museum at midnight. Third window from the left.’

My friends and I are on the roster, so we spend the afternoon harvesting. We find a 

carrot that looks like Mrs Tanner’s nose, and laugh until we can’t talk, and James 

picks me up and threatens to duck me in the river, and I scream and hold onto him 

tight, and hope he never puts me down.

He does, though, and I go home and eat some of Mum’s cherry cake, and then before 

midnight I sneak out.

The floodlight glares past the shadow where we crouch by the window. Wolf puts his 

finger to his lips.
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And then the curfew hits.

We’re in the dark, the absolute dark. It takes a while to adjust and then looking up we 

see the stars, glowing and scattered like candied jewels.

‘Now,’ Wolf says, and he forces the window, and I tumble through and land on the 

floor of the quiet museum, braced like a cat, although a cat that’s landed badly and 

whose paw is now all twisted.

I’m in a room full of suits of armour. They stand stark and empty in the starlight. For 

a minute I’m actually paralysed, and I am sure they are going to start moving, one by 

one, raising their swords and clanking towards me.

‘Suki,’ I say, ‘get a grip,’ and I run past the phantom knights to the stairwell where the 

emergency light glows green like a will-o’-the-wisp.

The basement computer. I use the scrambler Wolf gave me. The screen blinks for a 

moment, like it can’t quite believe me, and then it opens up.

A photograph. April 17th, 2038. A man smiling into sunlight. The caption says, 

Richard McQueen.

Now there’s something I haven’t told you. My Mum was from Japan, but my dad 

wasn’t. My dad was English. And his name…

I am shaking. I download everything onto Wolf’s tablet, and then run for the window, 

not even seeing the knights.

A photograph of him. A year after the floods. He wasn’t dead. He isn’t dead.

*

‘Your father isn’t dead,’ Mum says, into her hands. ‘He’s in Japan.’
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‘But I saw the letter. The letter from the Prime Minister –’

‘The government had to account for him somehow. Inventing a story of him as a hero 

of the Flood was less embarrassing than admitting he got his wish.’

‘Dad was a Marmo.’

‘Yes. He didn’t see it as fair, he thought it was a tragedy, that all the understanding, 

the flow between nations that comes from being able to travel freely would be cut 

off.’

‘But – he went to Japan without you?’

Mum’s face has gone tight.

‘He managed to get us on the list to smuggle onto a flight. People were whispering, 

someone said we’d been betrayed, the police were coming. Your dad –’ She stares 

between her fingers. ‘He broke for it. He was holding my hand. At the last moment, I 

was scared, so scared – I had you, and you were crying, and I thought we’d be caught, 

surely – I let go of his hand. He was already on the ramp.’

For the first time in my short life I have absolutely nothing to say.

Mum takes my hand.

‘Darling. I could risk anything for myself. But I couldn’t risk anything for you.’

‘Why didn’t you tell me? Why did you tell me he was dead?’

‘He might as well be dead. We’ll never see him again.’

I disagree. I think about it as I ride Maximilian down Regent Street, slicing sideways 

through the crowds.
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Japan is better than drowned. 

I can earn some money and save up and learn to sail, get a boat and moor it at the 

chalk pits, practise and practise. Then I will sail to Japan. I’ve got a map on my wall; I 

know where it is.

I drop the envelopes back through the professor’s door. He opens it as they come 

through. He stands there looking at me, and then shakes his head.

‘Tell Wolf,’ he says, before closing the door, ‘that he is an interfering busybody.’

‘You are an interfering busybody,’ I say to Wolf as I flop down into the beanbag.

‘I wanted you to know.’

‘Could’ve just told me.’

‘Best for you to find the evidence yourself.’

‘So this was all about doing me a favour?’

‘Well.’ Wolf scratches his beard. ‘Doesn’t exactly hurt me to have evidence that the 

government lied about the fate of an ex-Marmo.’

‘Oh. So it was all about doing you a favour.’

Wolf smiles inscrutably and sips his tea.

‘Consider the bee. The bee takes what it wants from the flower, but also helps it out.’

‘Yeah, as an unavoidable side-effect.’

Wolf pokes me in the shoulder.
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‘You don’t see. You. You are what we were working for. If your mum hadn’t been able 

to travel, you wouldn’t exist. You, the mix, the unique youness of you that comes 

from people meeting across barriers.’ I must not be looking impressed, because his 

face furrows, and he says, ‘I’m your friend, Crone.’

I smile.

‘OK.’ I sip the fresh apple juice and tug his beard. ‘Send you a postcard from Japan.’

‘Look forward to it.’
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